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        How is STEM related to Winter?       

Snow! Electric
fireplaces!

Winter tires! Temperature!





Environmental engineers study water, soil
and air pollution problems. Then, they
develop technical solutions needed to

solve these problems, while considering
cost, safety, and practicality.



ENTER A WINTER
WONDERLAND:

ENGINEERING STYLE!

In this booklet, you'll learn about
all things winter — but first,
you'll start at the beginning!
Starting with matter, you will

learn about the states of matter
and changes between matter.

About the water cycle and
Earth's rotations. You'll learn

about how the seasons come to
be and most importantly. . .

about snow!



What is Matter?
Matter is anything that has volume and mass!

Volume means the
space an object

takes up.  .  .

. . .and mass is how
much “stuff” or

substance an object
has!

No matter the
shape or size. . .

. . .everything and
anything is made of

matter!
 



The States of Matter

Matter can be found in three main forms 
solid, liquid or gas!

 
If we zoom into each state. . .

We'll find hundreds of particles! Particles are
tiny units of matter, too small for us to see!

Some particles are super tight, like solid
particles! Some are flowy like liquid particles

and some are loose like gas particles!



To change states, a substance must
gain heat (red) or lose heat (blue)!  

melting evaporation

freezing condensation

These changes occur all around us, from
melting ice cream to steaming tea, from

frozen desserts to foggy mirrors!



hailrain

snow

The sun is the primary source of heat in
our world, so it causes changes in state!

Precipitation is water
(or other substances)
that fall from clouds!
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Earth's Rotations

The Earth it's tilted at
an angle and rotates
on an imaginary line

called the axis! 

The Earth not only
rotates on its axis,

it also orbits
around the sun!

One rotation about the axis takes 24 hours or 1 day.
One orbit around the sun takes 365 days or 1 year. In

one year, there are many seasons, including. . . winter!



SPRING

AUTUMN

WINTER

SUMMER WINTER

SUMMER

Closer to sun, longer days.

Farther from the sun, longer nights.

Changing of the Seasons

The hemisphere tilted towards the sun will have summer
and the hemisphere tilted away from the sun will have

winter! Partial sunlight leads to either spring or autumn!



What is Snow?
Snow starts off as tiny water

droplets in the clouds.

The water droplets collide
with dust particles and form

ice crystals.

The ice crystals start to form branches in 6-pointed
patterns. We call these snowflakes! When they get

heavy, they fall to the ground as snow!



Fun Facts About Snow!

Snow forms in a hexagonal
shape! There are so many unique
snowflakes, that almost no two

are alike!

Snow and ice are both solid forms of
water. Unlike ice which is tightly

packed, snow is soft because it has
lots of space—each snowflake has
spaces between its branches that

act as pockets of air!

An apple is red because it absorbs red light.
If an object absorbs all the colours, it is

black. But snow reflects all colours of light,
like a prism, so it's white!

The difference between frost
and snow is that snow forms

high up in the atmosphere
and frost forms on flat

surfaces near the ground!



READY TO APPLY WHAT
YOU LEARNED?

Now you will have the chance
to put on the shoes of an

engineer! It's time for some
creative thinking, coding 
and. . . some winter fun!



The Engineering Design Process is a
series of steps engineers use to

pinpoint specific problems in the
world, research different ideas to

design a solution and make a prototype
to test/evaluate the results!



Bring Snowy HoBring Snowy Home!me!  
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Log into Scratch account (or make an
account): https://scratch.mit.edu/

To start coding, select your snowman
using the sprite dashboard located near
the bottom of the maze image. Make
sure your snowman is in the “START”
position on the maze. 

Open the link for the Scratch Template for
Workshop and select the yellow “Remix”

button near the top-right corner. 

Press the yellow “Events” tab on the left
sidebar and select the block that says
“When (green flag) clicked”. Drag this

into the empty white space on the right. 

Go to the blue “Motion” tab on the left
sidebar and select the following: 

06
Attach the blue block to the yellow. This
is how we get the game started, with the

snowman in the “start” postion. Your
code should look like this so far. 

* Note: Don’t worry if your numbers are different for the x and y.
This is the snowman’s starting position and it automatically
updates depending on its coordinates.

An Interactive Scratch Coding Activity 

How to Start the Game

https://scratch.mit.edu/
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/615110243/


To make our snowman move to the left, click
on the “space” dropdown menu on the block
and change it to “left arrow.” 

Repeat for the other three blocks in the other
three directions - one for right arrow, up
arrow, and down arrow. Your code should look
like this now: 

Drag the “change x by 10” block from under
the blue “Motion” tab into your coding section
and attach it to the “when left arrow key
pressed” block. Change the number to -3. This
is going to move your snowman to the left, or
negative 3 coordinates, whenever the left key
is pressed. 

Drag two “change y by 10” blocks to the coding
section and attach them to the other two
orange blocks. Change numbers accordingly:

When up arrow is pressed, “change y by 3”
(positive 3 coordinates up)
When down arrow is pressed, “change y by -3”
(negative 3 coordinates down)
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Go to the yellow “Events” tab and drag a
“when (space) key pressed” block out. Drag
another 3 into the center. You should have
FOUR “when space key pressed” blocks.
(*Note: you can also right click and press
“Duplicate”.)

Drag another “change x by 10” blocks to the
coding section and attach it to the “when right
arrow key pressed” block. Change number to 3,
so your snowman will move positive 3
coordinates to the right. Your code should look
like this.

This is where we will code the snowman to move 
left, right, up, and down the maze.

Controlling the Snowman
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Programming Our Snowman to “Bounce” Off the Walls 
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Go to the orange “Control” tab and drag
out FOUR “if ____ then ___” blocks and
attach them to each blue block. 

Your code should
now look like this:

In the ocean blue “Sensing” tab, select “
touching colour ___ ? ” block and drag into the
coding section. 

15
Press on the colour and press the
dropper located at the bottom. 
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Go to the maze backdrop on the side of screen and
drag the pointer to the blue walls of the maze and
click on the colour. Your pointer should look like
the image on the left.

(This allows us to get the exact colour of the maze
walls and prevent the snowman from walking
through them.)

Drag the ocean blue “if touching (maze
wall colour) ?” block into the “if then”
orange block for the left arrow’s code. 

Right click on the ocean blue “touching
maze wall colour ? ” block and duplicate
it. Drag into the other 3 orange “if then”
blocks of the other arrow keys. 

Your code should
now look like this:

19 Hover over the “change x by -3” blue
block attached to the “left arrow key”
code and duplicate this blue block. 
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Drag into the empty white space between the orange “if then” block. Change
the number to positive 3. It should look like this:

This causes the motion to “cancel” itself out when the snowman bumps into
the wall and doesn’t let him go through. 

Now repeat for the “when right arrow is pressed” block

Repeat for the “when up arrow is pressed block” and “when down arrow is
pressed” block

Now test out your snowman! It should be able to move through the maze!
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Go to the orange “Events” tab

on the sidebar located on the

left side. Drag an “if then”

block to the coding section

and attach it to the bottom of

your “when down arrow key

pressed” block (underneath

the existing if then block). 
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Adding Some Sounds & Sensory Details!

24
Go to the ocean blue

“Sensing” tab on the

sidebar located on the

left side. Select

“touching (mouse

pointer) ?” block and

drag into the “if then”

statement.

25 Click on “mouse

pointer'' to view the

dropdown menu. Change

it to “Home Button”. 

26Go to the light

purple “Sound”

tab and select

“start sound

(cheer)” block. 
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Go to the dark purple

“Looks” tab located on

the sidebar on the left

side. Drag the

following block: 

Attach this dark purple block

underneath the “start sound”

block. Change the “hello!”

message to whatever you wish! 

Your code should look similar to

the image on the left. 

27 Drag and place this

block inside the “if

then” block. 



You did it! Be proud of your creation :) Make sure to test and evaluate

your maze game and make any changes if needed! Here is the final code: 

Final Product



Happy

Creating!


